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DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES

AUBMC LAUNCHES A NEW PROGRAM
Based on the employee engagement survey and the employees’ demand for a recognition program,
AUBMC is launching a new program called the iRewards.
iRewards is an initiative to continuously reward employees by their direct supervisors upon
demonstrating behaviors aligned with AUBMC core values. It is a simple way to show appreciation.
This system will act as a prime motivator and make a difference for all full time employees at their different grade levels. Accordingly, AUBMC
expects to launch by mid-October, 2015 a new program, The iRewards Program, to acknowledge the importance of recognition and appreciation
as integral components of a positive strategic reward system.
The AUBMC Human Resources Department conducted several sessions for employees to introduce the new program. Supervisors have also been
attending an iRewards course coupled with a tutorial outlining the features of the new program.

iRewards Goals
• Create a positive work environment
• Enhance employee engagement
• Improve leadership-management-employee relationship
• Encourage and reward innovation, creativity and hard work
• Create a sense of positive competition at AUBMC
• Allow managers to recognize and reward employees

NURSES FROM ALL OVER LEBANON CELEBRATED
NURSES' DAY WITH AUBMC
This year, AUBMC was proud to celebrate Nurses' Day in a special way. Around 300
registered nurses from the different Lebanese regions joined the Nurses' Day activities
that took place on May 14, 2015 at Issam Fares lecture Hall, AUB. After a welcoming
reception, a registration team gladly received the attendees and oriented them to the
different sections and activities.
All attendees met, networked, learned, and played. Free nursing sessions, with certified
Continuing Medical Education (CME) contact hours, were offered through multiple
concurrent sessions, among which Basic Life Support (BLS) was a major success.

Some of the topics tackled during the day included:
• What it’s like to be a nurse at AUBMC?
• How Do Nurses at AUBMC Grow and Develop?
• Panel Discussion: What Roles Can Nurses Play?
• Panel Discussion: Nurses and Doctors Working Together
Attendees also visited different interactive booths featuring AUBMC Nursing, Clinical
and Professional Development Center (CPDC), AUB Wellness program, Nursing Career
Advancement, Learning and Development, Career Opportunities, Nursing Hall of Fame,
Nursing IQ Game, and the networking area. Everyone then enjoyed an open buffet lunch
and refreshments.
Several concurrent sessions were also offered. During these sessions, attendees reflected
positively on their experience at AUBMC. They assured that celebrating the Nurses Day
at AUBMC has increased their knowledge of the institution, its diversity, and its major
contributions in promoting nursing skills and practices.
Participants looked forward to join next year’s Nurses Day at the medical center.

AUBMC SPECIALTY CLINICS CELEBRATE “SECRETARY’S DAY”

The Specialty Clinics celebrated the Secretary’s Day on April 22, 2015. Staff members from the clinics, call center, and filing departments
supporting the clinics gathered for the event.
The celebration started with a short presentation by the Specialty Clinics Administration that included the future plans and goals of the clinics, the
achievements of the staff towards the set goals, and their contribution towards the Service Excellence initiative that was introduced this year.
The Specialty Clinics Administration thanked all the staff for their hard work and commitment to AUBMC goals and wished everybody another
prosperous year.
This was followed by a cocktail in Issam Fares lounge and distribution of a symbolic gift to all staff.

AUBMC AWARDS AND RECOGNITION CEREMONY 2015
As in each year, May has a special day that everyone at AUBMC awaits: the AUBMC Awards and
Recognition ceremony, an annual milestone to celebrate excellence at AUBMC.
AUBMC community including faculty, leadership, employees, families and friends gathered to
witness the announcement of this year’s AUBMC Awards and Recognition winners. Everyone
rejoiced exceptional and outstanding employees who came from different specialties, units and
domains.
Among hundreds of nominations, jury members consisting of 20 AUBMC employees
representing all disciplines and units meticulously examined each nomination, according to
pre-set criteria, to come up with this year’s 49 winners for the 39 different awards.
The event featured an open reception and was a unique venue for units and teams to celebrate success and exhibit appreciation to deserving
fellow colleagues who always go beyond call of duty in making AUBMC a better place.

